forecasting the imminent catastrophic failure has a high importance for a large variety of systems from the collapse of engineering constructions, through the emergence of landslides and earthquakes, to volcanic eruptions. failure forecast methods predict the lifetime of the system based on the time-tofailure power law of observables describing the final acceleration towards failure. We show that the statistics of records of the event series of breaking bursts, accompanying the failure process, provides a powerful tool to detect the onset of acceleration, as an early warning of the impending catastrophe. We focus on the fracture of heterogeneous materials using a fiber bundle model, which exhibits transitions between perfectly brittle, quasi-brittle, and ductile behaviors as the amount of disorder is increased. Analyzing the lifetime of record size bursts, we demonstrate that the acceleration starts at a characteristic record rank, below which record breaking slows down due to the dominance of disorder in fracturing, while above it stress redistribution gives rise to an enhanced triggering of bursts and acceleration of the dynamics. the emergence of this signal depends on the degree of disorder making both highly brittle fracture of low disorder materials, and ductile fracture of strongly disordered ones, unpredictable.
similar to the entropy change of seismicity under time reversal suggested earlier for earthquakes [25] [26] [27] [44] [45] [46] . To generate fracture processes of heterogeneous materials we use a fiber bundle model [47] [48] [49] , which has the advantage that varying the amount of microscale disorder, it exhibits transitions between distinct phases of perfectly brittle, quasi-brittle, and ductile fracture. To quantify how the degree of disorder determines the predictability of failure, we investigate the internal structure of the sequence of breaking bursts analyzing the record size events. Records are bursts of size greater than any previous crackling event of the fracture process so that they can easily be identified by experimental techniques both in laboratory and in field measurements above the noisy background.
The record statistics (RS) of stochastic time series has attracted a great attention due to its relevance for weather, climate and earthquake research [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . The RS analysis has proven very successful to reveal trends, correlations, and spatio-temporal clustering of events in complex evolving systems [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . For fracture processes, here we demonstrate that the waiting time between consecutive record breakings, i.e. the lifetime of records, is very sensitive to the details of the fracture process providing a clear signal of the acceleration of the dynamics towards ultimate failure. In particular, we show the existence of a characteristic record rank k * which marks the onset of acceleration of record breaking: below k * record breaking slows down due to the dominance of disorder in the fracture process, while above it the stress redistribution gives rise to an enhanced triggering of bursts after breaking events. Detecting k * can be exploited as an early signal of the imminent ultimate failure of the system, however, the significance of the accelerating regime strongly depends on the degree of disorder. Most notably, we show that the highly brittle fracture of low disorder materials and the ductile failure of strongly disordered ones are both unpredictable due to the absence of accelerated record breaking. Our results imply the existence of a lower and upper bound of the amount of materials' disorder beyond which no meaningful failure prediction is possible.
Results
Disorder driven transition between brittle, quasi-brittle, and ductile fracture. To investigate the evolution of fracture processes leading to ultimate failure, we use a generic fiber bundle model (FBM) which has proven successful in reproducing both the constitutive response and the intermittent bursting dynamics of heterogeneous materials on the macro-and microscales, respectively 60, 61 . The model is composed of N parallel fibers, similar to a rope, which have a linearly elastic behavior. Materials' disorder is represented by the random strength ε = … i N ( 1, , ) th i of fibers with a fat-tailed probability distribution, i.e. a power law distribution is considered
th th (1 ) over the range ε min ≤ ε th ≤ ε max . In the calculations the lower cutoff is fixed to ε min = 1 so that the amount of disorder can be tuned by varying the upper cutoff ε max and the exponent μ of the distribution Eq. 1, which control the range of variability of fibers's strength and the decay of weaker against stronger fibers, respectively. The cutoff strength ε max takes values in the range ε min < ε max ≤ +∞, while the disorder exponent μ is selected in the interval 0 ≤ μ < 1. At these μ values, in the limiting case of an infinite upper cutoff ε max → +∞ the disorder is so high in the system that no finite average fiber strength exists. Hence, varying the control parameters ε max and μ of the model, the degree of disorder can be tuned between the extremes of zero and infinity. Computer simulations were performed by slowly increasing the external load, which generates an intermittent dynamics where fibers break in bursts analogous to acoustic outbreaks in real experiments (see Methods for further details of the model construction). The size Δ of bursts is determined as the number of fibers breaking in the correlated trail of avalanches.
It is a crucial feature of our FBM that varying the amount of disorder transitions occur between distinct phases of perfectly brittle, quasi-brittle, and ductile behaviors with qualitative differences in the macroscopic response and in the precursory bursting activity. This enables us to quantify how the degree of disorder affects the details of burst sequences and the forecastability of failure in different types of fracture. The phase diagram in Fig. 1 delineates the overall behavior of the system on the μ − ε max plane based on analytical calculations (see Supplementary information (SI1) for details). The figure demonstrates that at any value of the disorder exponent in the range 0 ≤ μ < 1, for a sufficiently low cutoff strength ε max of fibers ( )
, the bundle exhibits a perfectly brittle response, i.e. a linearly elastic behavior is obtained up to the breaking of the weakest fiber which then triggers a catastrophic burst leading to an immediate abrupt failure. Above the phase boundary ε μ ( ) max c a quasi-brittle phase emerges, where global failure is approached through intermittent breaking avalanches. A representative example of the sequence of bursts up to failure can be seen in Fig. 2(a) , where the size of bursts Δ is presented as a function of their order number n, similarly to the natural time analysis of time series 45, 46, 62 . The size of bursts Δ fluctuates due to the disorder of fibers' strength, however, the evolution of the overall structure of the sequence can be inferred: at the beginning of the fracture process the moving average of the burst size ⟨Δ⟩ remains nearly constant which shows the high degree of stationarity of the crackling activity over a broad range. However, close to failure the rapidly increasing average burst size ⟨Δ⟩ and the growing fluctuations of Δ indicate the acceleration of the fracture process.
This generic trend of the cracking sequence is also confirmed by the behavior of the average number a of fiber breakings triggered immediately after the breaking of a single fiber at the strain ε (for derivation see SI2) ( )
The expression of a(ε) has to be evaluated over the range ε min ≤ ε ≤ ε c , where ε c denotes the critical strain ε c = ε max /(1 − μ) 1∕μ , where failure occurs. As the system approaches the critical point ε c , the value of a monotonically increases to 1 indicating the acceleration of the fracture process and the instability emerging at the critical point. Ultimate failure occurs in the form of a catastrophic avalanche a ≥ 1, where all the remaining intact fibers break in one event. Varying the control parameters ε max and μ inside the quasi-brittle phase, the qualitative structure of the event series remains the same, however, the extension of the accelerating regime and the magnitude of acceleration, which are essential features for forecasting, are changing. The overall behaviour of the sequence of crackling events of our model has a nice qualitative agreement with the accelerating acoustic and seismic activity accompanying the creep rupture 5,13,63-65 and compressive failure 12, 16, 30, 34 of various types of disordered materials, and the failure phenomena of geosystems such as volcanic eruptions 8, 66 , cliff collapse 21 , breakoff of hanging glaciers 67 , and landslides 23, 33 .
Our system has the remarkable feature that in the limit of very high disorder ε max → +∞, the acceleration of the dynamics disappears a = μ, and the entire series of crackling events remains stationary until the last avalanche. Figure 2 (b) illustrates that the stability of the failure process is retained until the end, and no catastrophic avalanche emerges, hence, this type of fracture process is considered to be ductile in the model. The underlying mechanism is that due to the slow decay of the fat-tailed distribution of fibers' strength Eq. (1), there are sufficiently strong fibers in the bundle which can always stabilize the fracture process. Note that for μ > 1 the system always undergoes perfectly brittle fracture at any cutoff strength ε max (see Fig. 1 ). This powerful model allows us to unveil how the changing degree of disorder affects the predictability of the ultimate failure of the system. In the limiting case of perfectly brittle fracture, the system collapses when its load reaches the strength of the weakest fiber. Since it is not known a priori, the failure point has a great uncertainty. In the ductile phase of high disorder, the stationary bursting activity does not provide any hint of the imminent failure. Tuning the amount of disorder by varying μ and ε max , we can drive the system between these two limits giving a precise quantitative characterization of the strength of acceleration of the precursory activity, and hence, the forecastability of failure. Instead of the time of ultimate failure, we focus on the onset of acceleration, analyzing the statistics of record size events of the crackling sequence.
Approaching failure through record breaking bursts. A record of crackling noise is a burst which has a size Δ r greater than any previous event, similarly to sports like athletics, where records are the best results of a discipline 68 . Assuming that the first burst is a record, record breaking (RB) events form a monotonically increasing sub-sequence during the fracture process, as it is illustrated in Fig. 2 . RB events are identified by their rank k = 1, 2, …, which occurred as the n k th event of the complete sequence with size Δ r k . As fracture proceeds, records get broken after a certain number of bursts giving rise to new records. The number of events, one has to wait to break the kth record, defines the waiting time m k = − + m n n ,
which can also be considered as the lifetime of the record. The definition of the record characteristics Δ r k and m k is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). It can be observed that in the accelerating regime of the quasi-brittle fracture process in Fig. 2 (a), records rapidly follow each other reaching the total number = N 22 n tot , while in the stationary burst sequence of ductile failure in Fig. 2 (b) the value of N n tot remains significantly lower (N 4 n tot = ), although the total number of events fall close to each other in the two cases. These small subsets of RB events grasp key aspects of the dynamics of fracture, namely, the acceleration of fracturing towards failure is accompanied by an accelerated record breaking indicated by the decreasing waiting time m k in Fig. 2 (a). However, in the stationary regime of the beginning of the fracture process, record breaking slows down with increasing values of m k , similarly to ductile fracture in Fig. 2(b) . To quantify these important trends and correlations in burst sequences, we analyze the statistics of the size and lifetime of records, and their evolution with the record rank as the system approaches failure at different degrees of disorder.
Record statistics in the limit of high disorder. Figure 3 demonstrates that in ductile fracture ε max = +∞ the statistics of records is entirely consistent with the behavior of sequences of independent identically distributed (IID) random variables 55, 56 : The average record size Δ r k is of course a monotonically increasing function of the record rank k = 1, 2, … for all values of the disorder exponent μ ( Fig. 3(a) ).
The average lifetime of records ⟨m k ⟩ also increases with k, since it gets more and more difficult to break the growing records of a stationary sequence ( Fig. 3(b) ). It follows that as fracture proceeds, the number of records N n slowly increases with the total number of bursts n. For IID sequences a universal logarithmic dependence has been derived for the average number of records ⟨N n ⟩ that occurred until the nth event of the sequence 55 . Figure 3 (c) shows that the IID result perfectly describes the record breaking process of ductile fracture
n ≈ + with the additional feature that the multiplication factor B of the logarithmic term depends on μ. Reducing the amount of disorder in the ductile phase by increasing the exponent μ towards the critical point of perfectly brittle
, the qualitative behavior of the curves in Fig. 3 remains the same, however, record breaking accelerates: the asymptotic value of the record size in Fig. 3 (a) rapidly increases, while the asymptotic record lifetime in Fig. 3 (b) tends to zero as μ approaches 1. We quantified this behavior by calculating the and largest waiting time ⟨m max ⟩ that occurred up to failure as function of μ. Both quantities proved to have a power law dependence on the distance from the critical point
r max c max c with the critical exponents α = 1.8 ± 0.05 and β = 1.0 ± 0.05 (for figure see SI3). The acceleration of record breaking has also the consequence that the number of records ⟨N n ⟩ grows faster with the event number n for higher μ, i.e. the multiplication factor B in Eq. 4 increases to 1 as μ approaches μ c = 1 but the IID nature of the event series is retained. The IID behavior is also confirmed by the overall statistics of the lifetime m of records. The probability distribution p(m) of the record lifetime m has a power law functional form
z with an exponent z, which has a universal value z = 1 equal to its IID counterpart 55, 56 (see Fig. 4(a) ). For the size distribution of records p(Δ r ) a non-universal behavior is expected in the sense that p(Δ r ) depends on the underlying distribution of burst sizes 55, 56 . In our system a power law distribution is obtained
r r r with an exponent τ r = 1, which does not depend on the value of μ (see Fig. 4(c) ). It is important to emphasize that approaching the critical point of brittle failure the cutoff of the size distributions p(Δ r ) diverges, while the one of the lifetime distribution p(m) tends to zero, in agreement with the behavior of the high rank limit of the average size and lifetime of records in Fig. 3(a,b) . Figure 4 (b,d) demonstrate that rescaling the distributions p(Δ r ) and p(m) according to the scaling laws Eq. 5, the curves obtained at different μ exponents can be collapsed on the top of each other. The good quality data collapse confirms the consistency of the results. The excellent agreement of the record statistics of the burst sequence of ductile fracture with the behavior of IID sequences implies that, in spite of the increasing external load on the bundle, the entire fracture process is controlled by the microscale disorder of the system. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Approaching failure through accelerated record breaking. Inside the quasi-brittle phase, when the amount of disorder is reduced by the finite cutoff strength ε max of fibers, the evolution of burst sequences substantially changes since the initial stationary regime is followed by acceleration in the vicinity of failure (see Fig. 2(a) ). To facilitate the comparison of results obtained varying the cutoff strength ε max at different exponents μ, we introduce the parameter λ ε ε ε = − ( ) / max m ax c max c , which characterizes the relative distance λ > 0 of the system from the phase boundary ( ) max c ε μ at a given value of μ. In order to determine how the precise amount of disorder controls the onset and significance of acceleration, and hence, the forecastability of ultimate failure, we performed computer simulations varying the value of λ and the disorder exponent μ in broad ranges 0.001 ≤ λ ≤ +∞ and 0.01 ≤ μ ≤ 1, respectively. At each parameter set averages were calculated over 6000 samples (for details of averaging see Methods).
Of course, the average size of records r k Δ has the same monotonically increasing trend with the record rank k as in the ductile phase for all values of λ and μ (see SI4 for figure). However, the average lifetime of records ⟨m k ⟩ exhibits an astonishing behavior: As a representative example, Fig. 5 (a) demonstrates for μ = 0.7 that for a sufficiently high disorder λ > 0.1 the ⟨m k ⟩ curves develop a maximum at a characteristic record rank k * . For low rank records k < k * the RB process slows down due to the stationarity of the beginning of the fracture process, while beyond the maximum k > k * , the decreasing lifetime indicates that the approach to failure is accompanied by an accelerated record breaking. Note that as the amount of disorder grows with increasing λ, the position of the maximum k * slightly shifts to higher values, while the maximum gets gradually less pronounced and eventually disappears when approaching ductile fracture. Surprisingly, in the opposite limit λ → 0 of low disorder, a similar behavior is observed: the record lifetime ⟨m k ⟩ tends to a monotonically increasing form showing the slowdown of record breaking, in spite of the rapid collapse of the highly brittle system.
The acceleration of the RB process results in a rapid increase of the number N n of records close to failure. Figure 5 (b) shows that at early stages of the fracture process the average record number ⟨N n ⟩ increases logarithmically with the number of bursts n in agreement with Eq. 4, however, at a characteristic event index n k * , corresponding approximately to the rank k * of maximum lifetime, the functional form of ⟨N n ⟩ changes to a rapid increase. It is important to emphasize that varying the amount of disorder by λ, as the accelerating regime diminishes in the limits of highly brittle (λ → 0) and ductile (λ → +∞) fracture, the deviations from the generic logarithmic trend of IIDs gradually disappear apart from some fluctuations.
Also the overall statistics of record sizes and lifetimes is sensitive to the degree of disorder. Figure 6 (a) shows that close to the phase boundary of perfect brittleness λ → 0 the size distribution of records p(Δ r ) is identical with the corresponding distribution of ductile fracture (see Fig. 4 (c) for comparison), i.e. a power law distribution Eq. 7 is obtained with a universal exponent τ r = 1. Further from the phase boundary, the change in the dynamics of fracture from a steady evolution to acceleration gives rise to a crossover of p(Δ r ) between two regimes of different functional forms: for small records, generated during early stages of the fracture process, the distribution remains similar to its ductile counterpart, however, beyond a characteristic record size a steeper power law is formed. Simulations revealed that the crossover point practically coincides with the average record size Δ r k at the rank k * of the maximum lifetime in Fig. 5(a) . The underlying mechanism of the emergence of the crossover of the distribution of record sizes is the crossover of the entire burst size distribution 69 , similar to the so-called b-value anomaly observed for event magnitude distributions in geosystems 32, 70, 71 .
The lifetime distribution p(m) shows the same qualitative behavior as λ is varied. For clarity, the distributions p(m) are presented separately for the parameter ranges where the acceleration of record breaking is absent and present, in Fig. 6(b,c) , respectively. At low and high disorder, where no acceleration occurs, the waiting time distributions are consistent with the IID behavior Eq. 6 ( Fig. 6(b) ). For intermediate λ, when accelerated record breaking emerges, p(m) exhibits a crossover between two power laws of different exponents ( Fig. 6(c) ). For short lifetimes, typical for the vicinity of failure, the exponent z a1 is smaller z a1 = 0.7, while, for large waiting times characteristic for the initial slowdown of the process, the exponent is higher z a2 = 1.15 than the IID result z = 1. It can be observed in Fig. 6 (b,c) that the particular value of λ inside the two regimes only affects the crossover point and the cutoff of the distributions. Simulations revealed that varying the disorder exponent μ the qualitative behaviour of the average waiting time ⟨m k ⟩ and event number ⟨N n ⟩, and of the distributions of record sizes p(Δ r ) and lifetimes p(m), remains the same, they undergo only quantitative changes what we analyze in the next section. The results demonstrate that the statistics of records is very sensitive to the details of the crackling sequence providing a powerful tool to identify the onset of acceleration towards failure. Additionally, comparing the results to IID event sequences, our analysis proves that before acceleration the precursory bursting activity is dominated by the microscale disorder giving rise to stationarity. Acceleration starts when the stress enhancements generated by the redistribution of load after breaking bursts, can enhance the triggering of further avalanches.
The Effect of Disorder on the Onset of Acceleration
The presence of a sufficiently broad accelerating regime in the series of crackling events is of ultimate importance to obtain an early warning of the imminent failure and to forecast the final collapse of the evolving system with a good precision. The position of the maximum k * of the average record lifetime ⟨m k ⟩ and the corresponding event index n k * provide an excellent signal of the start of acceleration towards failure after a longer period of stationary evolution. However, it can be observed in Fig. 5(a) that both the extension of the accelerating regime and the magnitude of acceleration depend on the degree of disorder in the system. To assess the predictability of the ultimate failure, the significance of the acceleration regime has to be characterized.
To quantify the extension of the accelerating regime we determined the difference δk of the highest record rank k max obtained up to failure and the position of the maximum k * of the record lifetimes in single samples. The average of this quantity
over a large number of simulations is presented in Fig. 7(a) as a function of λ for several values of the disorder exponent μ. For each value of μ a well defined range of the cutoff strength λ can be identified where a significant difference ⟨δk⟩ > 1 emerges between k * and k max . Both for a high degree of brittleness λ → 0 and for ductile breaking λ → +∞, the value of ⟨δk⟩ is practically zero, which shows that no acceleration can be detected. Increasing the amount of disorder by decreasing the exponent μ, the acceleration regime ⟨δk⟩ > 1 extends to higher values of the cutoff strength λ.
The magnitude of acceleration of the RB process can be characterized by comparing the last record lifetime m k max and the maximum lifetime of records * m k . Figure 7 (b) presents the average values ⟨ ⟩ m k max and * m k , using the same scale of λ on the horizontal axis as in Fig. 7(a) to facilitate the comparison with the behavior of ⟨δk⟩. In the vicinity of μ = 1 the two quantities ⟨ ⟩ m k max and m k * practically coincide for all values of the cutoff strength λ. However, lowering the exponent μ, a broader and broader range of λ emerges where a significant difference * ⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟩ m m k k max  is obtained, indicating the presence of a dominating maximum of the record lifetime. The λ window of ⟨δk⟩ > 1 coincides with that of * m m k k max  ⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟩ verifying the existence of a well defined range of disorder where failure can be foreseen. Outside this window the degree of disorder is either too low or too high so that no signal of the imminent failure can be identified. This λ window of significant acceleration is highlighted by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7(a,b) for μ = 0.9. For the practical applications of record statistics to determine the start of the critical regime of the dynamics, the method has to provide reliable results for single samples. Figure 8(a) presents the lifetime of consecutive records m k as a function of their rank k obtained by the analysis of a single system for several values of λ at the same disorder exponent μ = 0.7 as in Fig. 5(a) . It is important to emphasize that apart from fluctuations records www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ of the single sample exhibit the same overall behaviour as the sample averaged curves in Fig. 5(a) , i.e. m k has a well defined maximum in the quasi brittle regime of the fracture process so that the value of the record rank k * and the corresponding event index * n k can be obtained in a reliable way. This result is further supported by the behaviour of δk in Fig. 8(b) which shows that the window of forecastability of a single system, where a significant accelerating regime can be detected by the method of record statistics, agrees very well with the sample averaged result of Fig. 7(a) . Simulations showed that the relative value of sample-to-sample fluctuations of record quantities vary between 0.05 and 0.2, typically increasing with the record rank k, making the method efficient for single samples undergoing quasi-brittle fracture.
Discussion
Catastrophic failure of engineering constructions and of geosystems is often caused by the fracture of disordered materials. Under a constant or slowly varying external load, the inherent disorder of materials gives rise to a jerky evolution of the fracture process accompanied by a sequence of acoustic outbreaks. Methods of failure forecasting predict the lifetime of the evolving system by exploiting the power law acceleration of the precursory crackling activity prior to ultimate failure. Here we focused on the acceleration preceding the final collapse, and proposed a method to identify the onset of this critical regime of the dynamics which can be used as an early warning of the imminent failure. Based on a fiber bundle model of fracture phenomena, we studied the statistics of record size events to reveal how the sequence of breaking bursts evolves as the system approaches failure. We demonstrated that the small subset of record bursts grasps essential features of the dynamics leading to ultimate failure, with the additional advantage that they are relatively easy to identify even experimentally over the noisy background.
As an important outcome of the work, we showed that during quasi-brittle fracture, where failure proceeds through an intense precursory activity, the acceleration of the crackling sequence towards failure is accompanied by an accelerated record breaking. The onset of acceleration can be identified by the record which has the longest lifetime so that its rank k * , and the corresponding event index * n k provide a reliable signal in the burst sequence where the critical regime of the dynamics starts. Before this characteristic record, the process of record breaking slows down and the statistics of records proved to be equivalent with the behavior of event sequences of IIDs. These results imply that the beginning of fracture is dominated by the disorder of the material in spite of the increasing external load and decreasing load bearing capacity of the system. Beyond k * , acceleration is caused by the enhanced triggering of bursts following the stress redistribution after breaking events.
Early warning and forecastability of the imminent failure requires a sufficiently broad critical regime with a considerable magnitude of acceleration. To asses the effect of disorder on the forecastability of failure, we made a quantitative characterization of the significance of acceleration in terms of record statistics. Most notably, we showed that the highly brittle fracture of low disorder materials, and the ductile failure of the strongly disordered ones, are both unpredictable. In spite of the considerable number of bursts generated, the absence of acceleration limits forecastability to a well defined range of disorder on the phase diagram of the system. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 which presents the value of ⟨δk⟩ over the μ − λ plane. It can be observed that for the significance of the accelerating regime, disorder has an optimum amount, i.e. the combination of the disorder exponent μ and of the cutoff strength λ of fibers determining the ridge of the ⟨δk⟩ surface provides the best predictability. Note that lowering the exponent μ results in a broadening of the λ range where a significant acceleration occurs so that the range of predictability tends to infinity in terms of λ for μ → 0. Our results imply that former conclusions in the literature that increasing disorder improves forecastability is generally not valid for fat-tailed disorder. Increasing the cutoff strength λ beyond the ridge of ⟨δk⟩(μ, λ) at fixed exponents μ in Fig. 9 , disorder becomes disadvantageous. The absolute upper bound of predictability is defined by the line on the μ − λ plane, where ⟨δk⟩ ≈ 0 holds in the high λ regime (see Fig. 9 ). This bound emerges due to the slow decay of the fat-tailed threshold distribution: since the tail of the strength distribution Eq. 1 is efficiently sampled even at small system sizes, at sufficiently high upper cutoffs λ there will be so strong fibers in the system which can stabilize the fracture process till the end. As a consequence, ductile behaviour can already be reached at finite λ values. Predictability has also a lower bound which extends from λ ≈ 0.01 to λ ≈ 0.1 as μ increases from 0 to 1 (see Fig. 9 ).
To analyze the evolution of the failure process, we only considered the magnitude of crackling events. The RB analysis is similar to the natural time analysis in the sense that the physical time of events is ignored and only the magnitude of events is considered as a function of their order parameter. For practical applications, the adaptation of our method is straightforward in those cases, where the system approaches failure through an increasing activity of acoustic or seismic events. Laboratory experiments have revealed an accelerating rate of acoustic events accompanied by an increasing average event magnitude during the tertiary regime of the creep failure of heterogeneous materials 5, 13, [63] [64] [65] , and for the approach to failure of porous rocks under a slowly increasing compressive load 12, 16, 30, 34 . A similar behaviour of the rate of acoustic or seismic signals has been observed for the failure of geosystems such as volcanic eruptions 8, 66 , cliff collapses 21 , the breakoff of hanging glaciers 67 , and in some cases also for landslides 23, 33 . In these systems, records either of the fluctuating daily (hourly) rate of seismic (acoustic) events, or of the magnitude of individual signals can serve as the starting point of the analysis of record statistics. After setting the first record of the time window of the analysis, the rest of the record events can be unambigously identified since the largest events of the sequence have to be found. Our method suggests that the event index * n k of the longest living record, and its corresponding physical time, provide the onset of acceleration of the record breaking process, and hence, of the start of the critical regime of the approach to failure. Failure forecast methods (FFM) predict the time of failure based on the power law acceleration of a characteristic quantity of the time evolution of the system. Our method can also be used to complement FFMs by conditioning a series of discrete events to identify the time window where the assumption of a power law acceleration is applicable 1, 3 .
Our study is based on a fiber bundle model with equal load sharing which is essentially a mean field approach to fracture. The model has the advantage that solely one source of disorder is present in the system, i.e. the random strength of fibers. In more realistic situations stress fluctuations occur around cracks. Recently, we have shown in ref. 60 that when the strength disorder is very high in the system with fat-tailed local strength distributions, stress concentration around cracks have a minor effect on the breakdown process. Hence, we conjecture that our statements have a broader validity, they are not limited by the assumption of the homogeneous stress field.
Methods
To study the fracture of heterogeneous materials we use a fiber bundle model which provides a straightforward way to reveal the role of microscale disorder in fracturing. The model is composed of N parallel fibers with a perfectly brittle response, i.e. the fibers exhibit a linearly elastic behavior up to breaking at a critical deformation ε th . Materials' disorder is introduced by the random strength of fibers ε = … i N ( 1, , )
th i for which we considered a power law distribution over a finite range. Computer simulations were performed by slowly increasing the external load on the bundle to provoke the breaking of a single fiber. The load of broken fibers is overtaken by the remaining intact ones. We assume equal load sharing after breaking events which ensures that all fibers keep the same load during the entire breaking process. Since no stress fluctuations can arise, the random strength of fibers is the only source of disorder in the system.
After load redistribution, the excess load may trigger additional breakings, which is again followed by load redistribution. Eventually, such repeated cycles of breaking and load redistribution steps give rise to bursts of breakings in the model which are analogous to the acoustic outbreaks of real experiments. The size of bursts Δ is defined as the number of fibers breaking in the avalanche. In all the simulations presented in the manuscript the number of fibers was fixed N = 5 × 10 6 and averaging was performed over 6000 samples, which provided a sufficient precision for the data analysis.
Characteristic quantities of records such as the average size Δ r k and lifetime ⟨m k ⟩ were obtained by averaging over the samples at fixed record ranks k. The same type of sample average was calculated for the average number of records ⟨N n ⟩ and ⟨δk⟩ at fixed event numbers n and upper cutoffs λ, respectively. Probability densities p(Δ r ) and p(m) were obtained for the entire ensemble of samples at given values of the control parameters μ and λ.
